Effect of umbelliferone on adjuvant-induced arthritis in rats by MAPK/NF-κB pathway
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Purpose: Umbelliferone (Umb), a member of coumarin family, is found in many plants and is a promising molecule with potential anti-inflammatory, anti-oxidative, and anti-tumor activities. However, the effect of Umb on arthritis remains unclear.

Methods: A rat model with Freund’s complete adjuvant (FCA)-induced arthritis was developed and used to test the efficacy of Umb on arthritis rats. Rats were given an intragastric injection of Umb (20 and 40 mg/kg) once daily from days 21 to 28 after the administration of FCA. Hind paw volume was assessed using a volume meter. The pro-inflammatory cytokine levels and prostaglandin E2 (PEG2) level in serum and synovial fluid were detected by ELISA. HE staining was used to determine representative histological changes in joint tissues, and Western blot analysis was employed to study the effects of Umb on MAPK/NF-κB signaling pathway.

Results: Our results showed that Umb suppressed the release of IL-6, IL-1β, tumor necrosis factor-alpha, and PEG2. In addition, Umb could also dramatically ameliorate the pathological changes observed in rat joints. Based on the results of Western blot, we also observed that Umb could strikingly suppress the expression of MAPK/NF-κB pathway molecules.

Conclusion: These results proved that treatment with Umb is very effective for arthritis and inhibiting the MAPK/NF-κB signaling pathway may be a potential therapeutic target for treatment of arthritis.
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Introduction

Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is a chronic inflammatory autoimmune disease with the main clinical manifestation of systemic complications, including synovial inflammation, joint lesions, and bone damage.1 It is a clinical syndrome that includes several disease subsets and usually involves several inflammatory cascades, finally leading to persistent synovial inflammation and associated damage to articular cartilage and underlying bone.2 Currently, 0.5%–1% of people around the world suffer from arthritis.3 However, the pathological mechanism of RA and its etiological factors remain largely unknown. Therefore, it is urgent to explore its potential mechanism and seek a safer alternative drug to ameliorate the inflammatory pathological progress in the patients with RA.

Inflammatory mediators are known to play a central role in RA.4 It is widely believed that persistent excess inflammatory cytokines, such as IL-6, IL-1β, and tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-α), contribute to the development of chronic inflammation and RA.5 Meanwhile, MAPK/NF-κB pathway has been proven to play an important role in regulating the release of inflammatory mediators.6

Umbelliferone (Umb) or 7-hydroxycoumarin, widely found in many plants such as carrot, coriander, and garden angelica, is a derivative of coumarin. Recently, many
studies reported on the various pharmacological properties of Umb, such as anti-oxidant, anti-inflammatory, anti-diabetic, and anti-tumor activities.\textsuperscript{7–9} In addition, there are also reports that focus on its renoprotective effects by regulation of Nrf-2/Keap-1 and P38MAPK/NF-kB pathways.\textsuperscript{10} These studies suggested that Umb might be a potential compound that can be used for the treatment of RA. Therefore, we examined the effects of Umb on RA and its underlying mechanism in the present study.

**Materials and methods**

**Reagents**

Umb (purity \(\geq 98\%\)) was purchased from National Institutes for Food and Drug Control (Beijing, China). Freund’s complete adjuvant (FCA) was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich Co. (St Louis, MO, USA). TNF-\(\alpha\), IL-6, IL-1\(\beta\), and prostaglandin E2 (PEG2) ELISA kits were purchased from Nanjing KeyGen BiotechCo., Ltd. (Nanjing, China). All antibodies were obtained from Cell Signaling Technology (Danvers, MA, USA).

**Animal and experimental protocol**

Sprague Dawley rats (180–220 g) were purchased from the Animal Center of Tongji Medical College (Wuhan, China). Rats were maintained in a specific pathogen-free laboratory in the Animal Center of Tongji Medical College under controlled temperature (22°C–24°C) and a 12-hour light/12-hour dark cycle environment. Standard food and water were given ad libitum according to the Animal Studies Committee of Tongji Medical College. All experimental steps complied with the Tongji Medical College guidelines for the care and use of animals and were approved by the Medical Ethics Committee of Tongji Medical College.

All rats were randomly divided into five groups with ten rats per group: control group (control), adjuvant arthritis (AA) group, AA + Umb (20 mg/kg) group, and AA + Umb (40 mg/kg) group. AA animal model was induced as described in a previous study.\textsuperscript{11} FCA was administrated subcutaneously in the palmar surface of left hind paw on day 0 to establish the arthritis rat model. Rats in AA + Umb groups were stimulated by arthritis and then orally administrated with Umb (20 and 40 mg/kg) suspended in 200 \(\mu\)L of a 0.5% carboxymethyl cellulose sodium (CMC–Na) mixture once a day from day 21 to 28. The rats in AA + DS groups were stimulated by AA and then orally administrated with DS (5 mg/kg) once a day from day 21 to 28. Arthritis was induced in rats of control and AA groups and then equal amount of 0.5% CMC–Na was given orally in a similar fashion.

**Hind paw volume (HPV) analysis**

The change in the HPV was monitored to study the severity of arthritis disease.\textsuperscript{12} The size of left hind paw was assessed every seventh day from day 1 to 28 using YLS-7A volume meter (Shandong Academy of Medical Sciences Equipment Station, Shandong, China).

**Detections of cytokines**

At the end of the animal experiments, xylazine (12 mg/kg) and ketamine (80 mg/kg) were injected intraperitoneally to anesthetize all the animals, which were subsequently exsanguinated for sacrifice. Blood and synovial fluid were collected and centrifuged at 3,500 rpm for 15 minutes and the supernatant was separated and used for the detection of cytokines. The levels of cytokines, including IL-6, IL-1\(\beta\), and TNF-\(\alpha\), and PEG2 were detected by using ELISA kits in accordance with the manufacturer’s directions.

**Histological study**

Joint tissue specimens were harvested from left hind paws of each rat and fixed in 10\% (V/V) neutral buffered formalin and subjected to decalcification. After that, samples were embedded in paraffin and sliced into 4 \(\mu\)m thick slices. HE staining was then processed using standard methods.

**Western blot analysis**

After the rats were euthanized, the synovium of knee joints was isolated and cut into pieces. The samples were snap frozen in liquid nitrogen, homogenized, and lysed in ice-cold RIPA buffer (0.1\% phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride) and then centrifuged at 12,000 \(\times\) g for 20 minutes. The protein concentration was determined by BCA kit (Beyotime Biotechnology, Nanjing, China) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The protein extracts were separated by 8\% SDS-PAGE and then transferred onto polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) membranes. The PVDF membranes were blocked with 5\% fat-free milk for 2 hours and incubated with respective primary rabbit antibodies (all antibodies were obtained from Cell Signaling Technology: P-Jnk, #4688; Jnk, #9252; P-ERK, #4370; ERK, #9102; P-P38, #4511; P38, #9212; P-P65, #3033; P65, #8242; P-IkB\(\alpha\), #5209; IxB\(\alpha\), #4812; GAPDH, #51748) in 5\% BSA (1:1,000) at 4°C overnight. Blots were washed with Tris-buffered saline/Tween 20 (TBST) and incubated...
with anti-rabbit horseradish peroxidase-conjugated secondary antibody (1:10,000) for 1 hour at room temperature. Immunoreactive bands were visualized using enhanced chemiluminescence (Bio-Rad Laboratories Inc., Hercules, CA, USA), and the results were observed by using a Bio-Rad ChemiDoc XRS system and intensities were determined using image analysis software (Bio-Rad Laboratories).

Statistical analysis
All results were expressed as mean ± SD. Statistical analysis was performed by using GraphPad Prism (GraphPad Software, Inc., La Jolla, CA, USA). The values were calculated from the mean of three independent experiments and analyzed by one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparison test. The results were considered significant when \( P<0.05 \) and \( P<0.01 \).

Results
Effect of Umb on rat HPV
The alterations in HPV at days 0, 7, 14, 21, and 28 were investigated to evaluate the severity of swelling and polyarthritis caused by FCA-stimulated adjuvant arthritis. Interestingly, the hind paw swelling significantly reversed after administration of Umb (20 and 40 mg/kg) or DS (5 mg/kg) in contrast with that of the AA rats (Figure 1).

Effect of Umb on the expression of cytokines in serum
As shown in Figure 2, the levels of TNF-\( \alpha \), IL-6, IL-1\( \beta \), and PEG2 in serum and synovial fluid were obviously increased in AA group compared with those in the control group using the ELISA kits. However, the Umb or DS treatment groups exhibited decreased levels of IL-1\( \beta \), IL-6, TNF-\( \alpha \), and PEG2 in serum and synovial fluid, especially in the high dosage group.

Effect of Umb on histological assessment
As shown in Figure 3, joints in the control group showed normal tissue architecture and cell structure. However, obvious joint destruction with the characteristics of articular cartilage lesion, cellular infiltration, epithelial cell degeneration, synovial tissue vasodilation, and congestion was observed in AA rats. On the contrary, joints in the Umb (20 and 40 mg/kg) or DS (5 mg/kg) group were effectively protected from synovial tissue edema, granulocyte/mononuclear cell infiltration, epithelial cell degeneration, and articular cartilage erosion, suggesting Umb may display a protective effect on arthritis.

Effects of Umb on the expression of MAPK/NF-\( \kappa B \) signaling molecules in synovial tissue
To further investigate the anti-inflammatory mechanism of Umb on FCA-induced adjuvant arthritis in rats, the inflammation-related signaling pathway of MAPK/NF-\( \kappa B \) was studied. Evidences have reported that upregulation of MAPK pathway would activate NF-\( \kappa B \) which is followed by the activation of downstream signaling pathways.\(^{13,14}\) As shown in Figure 4, the expression levels of p-JNK, p-ERK, p-P38, p-NF-\( \kappa B \)p65, and p-I\( \kappa B \)\( \alpha \) were upregulated in AA rats after exposure to FCA, while treatments with Umb (20 and 40 mg/kg) or DS (5 mg/kg) effectively downregulated the above mentioned protein levels in synovial tissue, suggesting the involvement of MAPK/NF-\( \kappa B \) signaling in the pathogenesis of arthritis induced by FCA.

Discussion
Humans produce a large number of adverse substances in response to a harmful stimulus, which may further induce RA. The release of toxic substances leads to synovitis in cartilage. Inflammatory response is an important pathophysiological mechanism that is initiated with the injection of the FCA. FCA-induced rat arthritis is a widely used animal model for demonstrating autoimmune inflammation, as it presents...
Figure 2 Effect of Umb on pro-inflammatory cytokine levels and PEG2 level.

Notes: Rats were given an intragastric injection of Umb (20 and 40 mg/kg) once a day from day 21 to 28 after the administration of FCA. The concentrations of IL-1β, IL-6, TNF-α, and PEG2 were determined in serum (A) and synovial fluid (B). Values represent the mean ± SD and are representative of two independent experiments. ##P<0.01 indicates significant difference from the values in the control group; *P<0.05, **P<0.01, indicate significant difference from the values in the AA group.

Abbreviations: Umb, umbelliferone; PEG2, prostaglandin E2; FCA, Freund's complete adjuvant; TNF-α, tumor necrosis factor-alpha; AA, adjuvant arthritis; DS, diclofenac sodium.
characteristics similar to those observed in human RA damage. After the injection of FCA, this model successfully exhibited obvious HPV changes, which is one of the major factors in assessing the degree of inflammation and curative efficacy of drugs. As a non-steroidal anti-inflammatory analgesic, DS is also a commonly used drug for the treatment of RA, which mainly acts by inhibiting the synthesis of prostaglandins to produce anti-inflammatory and analgesic effects. DS is often used as a positive drug for arthritis animal experiments. Consistent with this finding, our results showed that treatment with Umb or DS exhibited inhibitory effect on hind paw swelling.

Moreover, there are increasing evidences to point out that pro-inflammatory cytokines, including TNF-α, IL-1β, and IL-6, are involved in the pathogenesis of RA. The release of these cytokines further promotes the process of inflammation and pain, as well as cartilage and bone destruction. Emerging evidence has indicated that TNF-α and IL-6 participated in synovial proliferation and induced cartilage destruction, while IL-1β played dominant roles in the process of RA. IL-6 may result in joint damage because of its high expression in the rheumatoid synovium. From our results, we found that Umb could reduce the concentrations of inflammatory cytokines in FCA-induced arthritis.

Multiple signaling pathways are responsible for the generation and secretion of inflammatory cytokines and play important roles in the pathogenesis of RA. Recently, many studies have proved that MAPK pathway plays an important role in arthritis. Previous literature have also shown the MAPK signaling which may mediate NF-κB pathway. The transcriptional factor NF-κB, involved in many inflammation diseases, is an essential molecule that controls the production of various mediators (including IL-1β, IL-6, and TNF-α). In normal cells, inactivated NF-κB is absorbed by the IκB protein in the cytoplasm. The two subunits of the IKK complex, IKKα and IKKβ, are the main regulator factors that control the IκB production. After the phosphorylation and degradation of IκB, NF-κB is immediately transferred to the nucleus which in turn drives the expression of cytokines and inflammatory mediators. To further identify the molecular mechanism related to AA, Western blot evaluation was performed. Our present study indicated that the inhibition effect of Umb on MAPK signaling was proved to be activated and successful. Furthermore, the suppression of MAPK cascade could effectively block the phosphorylations of IκB and NF-κB. An analog of Umb, Umb β-D-galactopyranoside, has also been reported to exhibit anti-arthritic properties, but the key molecular targets of this study were COX-1 and COX-2.
Figure 4 Effects of Umb on the expression of MAPK/NF-κB signaling in synovial tissue.

Notes: (A) The bands of Western blot. (B) The densitometric analysis of bands. Rats were given an intragastric injection of Umb (20 and 40 mg/kg) once a day from day 21 to 28 after the administration of FCA. Protein samples were analyzed by Western blot with specific antibodies. Values represent the mean ± SD and are representative of two independent experiments. *P<0.01, indicates significant difference from the values in the control group; **P<0.01 indicates significant difference from the values in the AA group.

Abbreviations: Umb, umbelliferone; FCA, Freund's complete adjuvant; AA, adjuvant arthritis; DS, diclofenac sodium.
which are bifunctional enzymes. These enzymes show both cyclooxygenase and catalase activities, and are key molecules that catalyze the conversion of arachidonic acid to prosta-
glandins. But in our study, we focused on the MAPK/NF-κB pathway, a very classic inflammatory management pathway. Both Umb and Umb β-D-galactopyranoside were confirmed to exert protective effect on arthritic rats, which has important guiding significance for their later development.

Conclusion
Our study confirmed the hypothesis that Umb exhibited protective effects on FCA-induced arthritis, as evidenced by suppressing the increase in HPV and ameliorating histological changes observed in joint tissues. The mainly involved mechanism was the anti-inflammatory role of Umb through MAPK/NF-κB pathways. Our study provided a potential candidate compound for the treatment of arthritis.
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